Indians. An ISL vocabulary show that the hand plays a significant role in ISL. ISL includes static and dynamic hand gesture recognition. The main aim of this paper is to present multi-feature static hand gesture recognition for alphabets and numbers. Here, comparative analysis of various feature descriptors such as chain code, shape matrix, Fourier descriptor, 7 Hu moments, and boundary moments is done. Multi-feature fusion descriptor is designed using contour (Boundary moments, Fourier descriptor) and region based (7Hu moments) descriptors. Analysis of this new multi-feature descriptor is done in comparison with other individual descriptors and it showed noteworthy results over other descriptors. Three classification methods such as, Nearest Mean Classifier (NMC), k-Nearest Neighborhood (k-NN) and Naive Bayes classifier are used for classification and comparison. New Multi-feature fusion descriptor shows high recognition rate of 99.61% among all with k-NN. Real time recognition for number signs 0-9, of fusion descriptor with NMC gave 100% accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hand gesture recognition (HGR) plays a significant role in any sign language recognition (SLR) and it is one of the requirements of any HCI application. Number of hearing impaired and deaf people is very large in India as compared to other countries [1] . Since 2010, Indian researchers have started working on ISL interpretation which will definitely help Indian deaf people as a communication mode in near future. Various researchers are working on various sign language recognition (SLR) such as American sign language [2, 3] , Polish SL [4] , Chinese SL [5] and other SLs. In India, sign language varies from state to state like spoken language so, researchers are also working on their native sign language.
Pansare et al. [6] worked on the Devnagri sign language translation using histogram and achieved an average accuracy of 87.82% for manual alphabets. Subha and Balkrishnan [7] considered South Indian sign language and achieved 98.44% accuracy using feature point extraction. Geetha and Manjusha [8] worked on ISL alphabets and numerals using B-spline approximation method and achieved up to 90% accuracy. Singha and Das [9] worked on the ISL interpretation for 24 alphabets and achieved 96.25% success rate whereas, Tewari and Kumar [10] also worked on static ISL alphabets using a Kohonen self-organizing map and achieved up to 80% recognition rate. For ISL manual alphabet and numeral recognition static hand signs are needed. Shape is a very important feature of hand. Various shape descriptor methods such as contour or region based [11] are available as a feature extraction technique for static hand gesture recognition. SLR problem is tackled by two approaches viz. data glove based and vision based [12] . Many early systems used data glove based approach for acquisition purpose [2] . But the data glove based approach has limitation such as restriction of freedom of hand, need to wear cumbersome devices and high cost of hardware unit. Vision based system has become more popular due to the features of flexibility and low cost. Researchers working on vision based hand gesture recognition for HCI application face the problem of variable lighting condition, dynamic background and skin color detection [29] . ISL vocabulary shows that, majority of signs are manual (hand gesture) signs compared to non-manual (face, lips and other body gestures)
signs. Most of the non-manual signs are used with manual signs [12] . Hand gestures are classified into static and dynamic hand gestures. Researchers who are working on static hand gesture recognition applied to sign language used various region based [13] , contour based [14] and texture based [16] features [32] . Some researchers worked on local feature extraction methods for numerals [7, 15, 16] . For classification and recognition of hand gesture recognition, work has been done on various classification methods [19] such as nearest neighborhood classification with Euclidean distance [18] and other similarity measures [17] , Bayes classifier [20] , neural network [21, 22] , hybrid recognizer [23] , HMM [5] . ISL static sign consists of alphabets and numerals signs. Figure 1 shows that few signs such as (E, F, X), (M, N, R), (G, S), (2, V, U) and (5, 9) are ambiguous in nature.
ISL manual signs are one as well as two handed signs for which efficient feature descriptor (invariant to translation, rotation and scale) is required. Available individual shape descriptor is not sufficient to deal with HGR for complex ISL manual signs. So, there is a need for designing efficient multi-feature shape descriptor which will be robust, less noise sensitive and having better computational complexity. The scope of the paper is restricted to static manual signs for better explanation. In this paper, new vision based multi-feature descriptor for hand gesture recognition has been presented which can be used in any object recognition application in general. Analysis of new descriptor has been done with other descriptors. Performance analysis has also been checked with real-time HGR. Recognized signs are displayed in text as well as in voice so that blind people can also get enabled to the system. Person independent skin color segmentation algorithm with dynamic skin color feature extraction is developed. Boundary moments (BM), Fourier descriptor (FD), and chain code are contour based, while 7Hu moments (Hu) and shape matrix are region based methods selected for feature extraction. An attempt has been made to develop new multifeature fusion descriptor by combining contour and region based descriptors such as, fusion of (BM, Hu and FD). Multi-feature fusion descriptor gave noteworthy recognition rate compared to individual descriptor and other spatial domain descriptor such as shape matrix and chain code. For performance analysis, recognition is done using three classifiers viz. Decision rules used in the algorithm 1 are included in InRange function which returns true or false value. These decision rules are: This is a very efficient algorithm, which works for person independent skin color with different illumination condition just by selecting skin color values as a feature.
The algorithm 1 for Hand segmentation using HSV color space by decision rules is discussed below
Algorithm 1: Person Independent Hand Segmentation using HSV Color Space by Decision Rules
Procedure SegHand (Image I) shape region whereas, region based descriptors contain inner region information [11] . Here, BM , chain code and FD of contour based and 7 Hu moments and shape matrix of region based methods are identified which are invariant to translation, rotation and scale. Figure 5 shows these methods further classified into transform, statistical and spatial domain. The main aim here is to develop new multi-feature descriptor, which will consider the strength of each descriptor from different domains and will yield high recognition rate. BM and 7
Hu moments are the statistical, contour and region based descriptor respectively. They possess the moment based statistical information of the hand shape. Fourier descriptor is the contour based descriptor that belongs to transform domain which is advantageous for fast computation, robustness and high information preserving over other techniques.
Achieving scale, translation and rotation invariance is easier using Fourier descriptor than other spatial domain descriptors. Analysis has been done with individual descriptor with new multi-feature descriptor using three classifiers. [13] .
In this work, most of the static hand gestures are two handed so, all seven descriptors are considered for recognition purpose. Table 2 shows Hu moments preserve almost same information in different transformation. 
These three different descriptors have different numerical ranges. Here, ƞ 1 and ƞ 2 weight factors are identified and used to form fusion vector for classification purpose. Error 
c. Hand Gesture classification and results
In present work, three classifiers such as, nearest mean classifier (NMC), non-parametric nearest neighbourhood (NN) and parametric Naive Bayes are used. These classifiers are simple in nature and suitable for multi-dimensional feature vector. Performance analysis of each algorithm is done with these classifiers using hold-out validation technique wherein 50% sample data are used for training and 50% sample data are used for testing purpose.
Shape matrix and chain code performance are checked with nonparametric NN and parametric Naive Bayes classifier. Analysis of fusion descriptor has been done with other descriptor such as chain code and shape matrix which belong to spatial domain. Real time HGR performance is checked with NMC for number sign.
c. i Nearest Mean Classifier ISL static hand gesture was recognized using nearest mean classifier [18, 19] , and output is displayed in the text (displayed to notepad) as well as in voice. Here, mean prototype is used to calculate typical sample to represent a particular class from a large number of samples. Total 36 mean values corresponding to each class are calculated from training data samples. Theses mean values represent each class and used to calculate minimum distance with the unknown gesture and minimum distance class is declared as recognized class. Euclidean distance measure [18] is used for distance calculation with all proposed feature descriptors which is a direct measure of the similarity between two multidimensional vectors. Figure 8 shows that recognition accuracy of fusion (BM+Hu+FD) vector, is higher than that of individual descriptors. It is observed that, combining contour and region based descriptors with the combination of statistical and frequency domain descriptor, the recognition rate is found to increase. Performance of real-time HGR is checked for signs 0-9 for all descriptors and gave good true positive rate (TPR) of 100 % for fusion descriptor. Fusion descriptor considers all strong features of each descriptor and gives high recognition rate. It is observed that, due to the large number of FDs, FD gives a higher recognition rate than the other two descriptors BM and 7Hu. In fusion descriptor also, FD dominates other two descriptors. But in some cases where FD fails, BM and 7Hu contribute to recognize the correct ISL symbol in fusion such cases is given in Table 3 . In few cases where FD and 7Hu fail, BM contributes to recognize the correct ISL symbol in fusion and such cases are given in Table 4 . In some cases where all the three descriptors individually fail, the fusion gives the correct recognition of ISL symbol such few sample cases are given in table 5. Observations given in table 3, 4 and 5 are the results of NMC and they showed that fusion descriptor perform better in giving high recognition accuracy than individual descriptor which is essential in any object recognition application. Table 6 presents performance analysis for A-Z and 0-9 using NMC based on confusion matrix.
Accuracy (ACC), true positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR), false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR) are the parameters used for performance analysis [35] . Figure 8 . Recognition accuracy by NMC for alphabets and 99.61% for alphabet and numbers. In figure 10 comparison analysis of two different dataset has been presented with NN classifier. It shows that in any dataset fusion descriptor performance is better than traditional single method. It is observed that though the sample images are not ideal and distorted by transformation, variable distance and variation in illumination, performance of fusion descriptor is better. In all cases, fusion of contour and region based descriptor gives increased recognition rate as it considers strength of each feature descriptor. Table 7 shows performance analysis based on confusion matrix using NN and k-NN classifier. Naive Bayes classifier is one of the classifiers used for the classification. Figure 11 shows the performance analysis of k-NN and Naive Bayes on chain code and shape matrix. It is observed that TPR for Naive Bayes on shape matrix is better than chain code. Fusion descriptor gave good and steady performance amongst all the features with all classifier. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
New multi-feature hand gesture recognition algorithm with person independent hand segmentation is explored. Recognition of static manual signs is one of the steps of ISL interpretation. Key focus of this paper is to give multi-feature hand gesture recognition algorithm, which can be applied to any HCI application or object recognition problem in general. Fusion descriptor is designed by combining contour and region based descriptors.
Further experimentation has been carried out with chain code and shape matrix which falls under spatial domain feature and tested with both non-parametric NN and parametric Naive Bayes classifier. There are certain limitations of spatial feature descriptor over other descriptors such as noise sensitivity, difficulty in achieving invariance, and high computational complexity. So, fusion descriptor was formed with statistical and transforms based shape descriptors and analysis has been done with spatial feature descriptors. Result revealed that, fusion descriptor gave high recognition rate amongst all because shape information of contour and region based descriptor get added in fusion descriptor moreover that showed statistical and transform based combination preserves shape information of both domains. So, this attempt can give a perspective to other researchers that combining contour and region based descriptors outperform over individual descriptors. Future work is in progress for ISL dynamic sign words and sentence interpretation.
